Regulation and differential expression of tau mRNA isoforms as oligodendrocytes mature in vivo: implications for myelination.
Oligodendrocytes and neurons derive from the same cell type but develop distinct morphologic and functional properties as they mature in vivo. Both cells express tau protein, a developmentally regulated protein in the central nervous system. The regulation of tau has been investigated extensively in neurons but not in oligodendrocytes, so we studied regulation of tau in oligodendrocytes in vivo. The amino-derived tau isoforms consist of isoforms with zero (A0), one (A1), or two (A2) inserts. We examined the developmental regulation of tau mRNA isoforms at the amino domain by comparing tau expression in oligodendrocytes (OLGs) isolated from 1- and 20-day-old rat brain and in age-matched cortex, which abounds in neurons. In the rat brain, myelination peaks at 20 days. By using semiquantitative RT-PCR, we found that OLGs and cortex from 1-day-old rat brain largely had amino-derived tau isoforms with no insert, whereas OLGs from 20-day-old rat brain had similar levels of amino-derived tau isoforms with no insert or with one insert. We also found that 20-day-old OLGs had twofold more tau mRNA levels than younger OLGs. In contrast to OLGs from 20-day-old rat brain, age-matched cortex had comparable levels of A0, A1, and A2 tau amino-derived isoforms. Further, younger and older OLGs had a reciprocal pattern of expression of both carboxy-derived tau mRNA isoforms with either three (3R) or four (4R) repeats. In contrast, younger and older cortex expressed either 3R or 4R tau. This study showed an upregulation of tau mRNA and cell-specific tau mRNA isoform expression in OLGs forming myelin.